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Controlling and ensuring a safer environment was 
the challenge that the IT department at Grupo 
Imagens wanted to achieve. By adopting the 
solutions offered by Blockbit, the diagnostic 
medicine company not only solved these needs, 
but began to have greater productivity in its 
services and, therefore, to support the 
continuation of the business in the state of Mato 
Grosso, thus achieving its mission. The company 
oversees 200 direct employees and about 600 
indirect employees, which are distributed among 
the company's seven units in Cuiabá. "With 
Blockbit's Next-Generation Firewall (NGFW) 
(NGFW), we've maintained the healthiest 
environment, providing a safe experience for 
patients and their information," says Inela Maria 
Lemes, Chief Operating Officer, Grupo Imagens. 
According to her, the Group struggled with the 
previous firewall, as it was only used for port 
translations. The IT environment was hampered 
by web resource management and a lack of clarity 
about what was going on on their network. 
"Today, the NGFW, built into Blockbit Platform, 
has the ability to create policies, control users, and 
monitor network traffic through a single intuitive 
interface," explains Cleber Ribas, Vice President at 
Blockbit.

Increased security in LGPD 
compliance
Grupo Imagens has given full importance to the 
Brazil’s general data protection law (LGPD), 
which entered into force in 2020. With the help 
of Blockbit Platform, the company seeks to 
maintain compliance with the new legislation 
and thus continue protecting their parent´s 
information. "Confidential data is of extreme 
importance to us, and the greatest damage 
would undoubtedly be the degradation of the 
company's image, as well as possible fines 
before the government," says Inela Maria 
Lemes, Chief Operating Officer at Grupo Imagens. 
Companies that are not in compliance may suffer fines that can reach up to R$50 million. Requirements 
include the adoption of technology that provides information security controls to protect data stored by 
organizations, from record control to compliance management. "Confidential documents and data are 
protected by encryption across all media and the platform controls privileges, ensuring that only 
authorized users access information, avoiding the risk of losing strategic data from your organization," 
explains Ribas.

Implementing the solution
According to Thiago Coronel, CEO of Agion Tecnologia, Blockbit's partner channel, the facility began 
with a UTM BB100 device at headquarters and then other BB2s were implemented in the branches. 
Next-Generation Firewall (NGFW) was used as a network gateway, i.e. any and all traffic, both internal 
and external, is controlled by the firewall. "The tangible results for the company are undoubtedly the 
guarantee of the safest environment, because we handle sensitive data within the company and it is 
important to know that we feel safe with Blockbit products," says Thiago Coronel, CEO at Agion 
Tecnologia. With Blockbit Platform, the user can easily manage all connected devices, as well as view 
and monitor all activities in real time. "Concern for digital data security has intensified for years, at a time 
when new malicious methods are emerging. The simultaneous work of Blockbit, Agion and the Grupo 
Imagens makes information on the desktop completely secure.", says Cleber Ribas, VP at Blockbit.  
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Grupo Imagens adopts 
Blockbit Platform to 
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Client
Seeking excellence in diagnostic health care in 
the state of Mato Grosso, Grupo Imagens, based 
in Cuiabá, has seven service points in the state of 
Mato Grosso. Thousands of diagnoses are 
delivered monthly. Services offered include: 
Arthro-resonance, image-guided biopsy, 
bronchoscopy, colonoscopy, elastography, upper 
digestive endoscopy, mammography and 
tomosynthesis, x-rays, magnetic nuclear 
resonance imaging, multi-red computed 
tomography, ultrasound and swallowing 
videofluoroscopy.
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